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3.4 Arctic Sea Ice

Abstract
The UK Met Office (UKMO) has produced an ocean and
sea ice analysis for 1989-2012. This analysis is used for
the initialization of the GloSea5 high resolution (∼60km
atmos/∼25km ocean) seasonal forecast system and is
identical to the current FOAM ocean analysis and forecast
system. This analysis has been submitted as the UKMO’s
contribution to the GSOP/GODAE ocean synthesis project.
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1. GloSea5 Seasonal Forecast System
• GloSea5 is the seasonal forecast system of the UKMO
– Operational since 09/01/2012.
• Uses HadGEM3, the UKMO coupled climate model
Atmosphere: UM at N216/85L (∼ 60km / top@85km).
Ocean: NEMO on ORCA025/75L grid
– ∼ 25km – top level 1m thick and 8 levels in top 10m.
– Includes Caspian, Aral and Azol Seas plus Great
Lakes and Lake Victoria
Sea-Ice: CICE (1 layer themodynamics / 5 ice categories)
Land Surface: JULES (Joint UK Land Environment Simulator)
• Hindcast required for validation and bias correction.
– 1996 – 2009: but ODA run 1989-2012 for extended
hindcast
• Atmosphere and Land Surface Initialization:
– Forecast: UKMO NWP 4D-VAR analysis
– Hindcast: ERA-I analysis
• Ocean and Sea Ice Initialization:
– Forecast: UKMO Forecast Ocean Assimilation Model (FOAM)
– Hindcast: GloSea5 Ocean and Sea Ice Analysis
2. GloSea5 Ocean Analysis
• Uses NEMOVAR (3D-VAR) assimilation
– Multi-variate incremental 3D-VAR FGAT scheme.
– Daily Cycle and time-window
– Uses Incremental Analysis Step.
• Identical to the UKMO FOAM global ocean forecasting
system except
– Different observation set depending on availability.
– Observation QC done off line.
– Core Bulk Atmospheric Fields from ERA-I analysis
∗ FOAM uses UKMO 4D-VAR NWP analysis.
• GloSea5 Ocean Analysis Assimilates
SST: Sea Surface Temperature Satellite and In-Situ Data
– In-Situ (ICOADS)
– Pathfinder AVHRR – Infra-red – good coverage
– ATSR-1/ATSR-2/AATSR – Infra-red – high accuracy
– ARCLAKE ATSR data set for Lakes and Inland Seas
– SST observations are reprocessed
∗ QC’ed with background check to OSTIA SST reanalysis
– In 2008 switches to GHRSST-L2P Satellite SST set
∗ Used by FOAM operational system.
SLA: Sea Level Anomaly Altimeter Satellite Data
– data from CLS/Aviso along track delayed mode
∗ Switch to near real time data in 2012
∗ 7 different instruments / 10 different orbits
· ERS-1, ERS-2, Envisat, Topex/Poseidon, Jason 1/2, Geostat F/O.
Sea-ice concentration:
EUMETSAT Ocean
Sea Ice Satellite Application Facility (OSI-SAF) special
sensor microwave imager (SSM/I) re-analysis
– Uses re-analysis through 2007
– Real time product from 2008 onward (different QC)
Subsurface Temperature and Salinity:
QC’ed EN3
profiles data set (no XBT correction)

Figure 8: Time series of September Arctic Sea Ice extent
(1012m2). Black line is NSIDC monthly sea ice extent while
the red line is the GloSea5 ocean analysis monthly average
of daily sea ice extents (the dots). Inconsistent treatment of
QC between use of the OSI-SAF re-analysis and real time
products leads to a discontinuity across the change over between the two products. Green line is an updated analysis
where the OSI-SAF re-analysis product is used in 2008/9.
Figure 2: Winter (DJF) 2007-2010 mean sea level pressure fields observed (left) versus GloSea5 forecast (right).
Observations are the HadSLP gridded analysis. 2007
refers to the winter of 2006/7. Figure courtesy A. Scaife.
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3.2 Ocean Heat and Salt Content
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Figure 3: 1993-2010 0-700m heat content climatology for
a) GloSea5 and difference from EN3 climatology over same
period b). Units are oC·700m.

Figure 4: Time Series of 0-700m ocean heat content
seasonal cycle removed anomalies ( oC·700m) from EN3
ocean analysis (blue) and GloSea5 ocean analysis (red).
The large negative anomaly in 1992 is due to the turn on of
the assimilation of sea level anomalies in October of 1992
resulting in a transient cooling period as the sea surface
height is adjusted. Dashed lines show trends 1993-2011.
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Figure 9: a) Time series of Northern Hemisphere September sea ice volume (1012m3). Black line is the PIOMASS
estimate. Red line is the GloSea5 estimate. b) Seasonal
cycle of sea ice volume (1012m3) over the years 1989-2009
for PIOMASS (black), GloSea5 (red), and the low resolution (ORCA1, ∼ 1o) ocean and sea ice analysis GloSea4
(green). Thickness, which is not assimilated in the GloSea5
analysis system, is too thin – see below.
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Figure 10: 1994-2001 Jan/Feb/Mar ice thickness in a) analysis versus b) observational estimate (Laxon et al, Nature,
425, pp. 947–950, doi: 10.1038/nature02050, 2003).

3.5 Ocean Currents – Drifting Buoy Analysis
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Figure 5: 1993-2010 0-700m salt content climatology for
a) GloSea5 and difference from EN3 climatology over same
period b). Units are PSU·700m.
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a) Observed and b) analysis zonal currents (m/s) from drifting buoys in 2011. Both observed and analysis currents
are plotted only at observation locations. In general, analysis currents – using relative winds – are too weak. Problem
is more pronounced during La Niña years like 2011.

Figure 6:
Time Series of 0-700m ocean salt content anomalies (PSU·700m) from EN3 analysis (blue) and
GloSea5 ocean analysis (red). Dashed lines are trends 1998-2012.

3.6 XBT correction – an updated analysis

3.3 Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
3. Results
a)

3.1 Initialization of Seasonal Hindcast

a)

Figure 1: Time series of winter (DJF) North Atlantic Oscillation Index. Ensemble mean hindcast (initialized 1 Nov)
value in blue with individual ensemble members as blue
dots. Black line is observed NAO index. The correlation between the forecast and observed NAO is an unprecedented
0.6. Note: Year defined as year of the Jan/Feb forecast initialized in previous year Nov. Figure courtesy Adam Scaife.
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Figure 7: a) Time Series of Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) for RAPID array (black), GloSea5
analysis (red), and GloSea5 – no assimilation ensemble
(green). Interannual variability of AMOC is good in analysis with a correlation of 0.75 with RAPID array, but only
using ensemble mean of externally forced runs has
even better correlation of 0.78. b) Seasonal cycle of upper mid-ocean component of AMOC. The externally forced
(no assimilation) ensemble has a good seasonal cycle, but
the addition of assimilation has suppressed and delayed
the October peak with an additional peak in May. Figure courtesy of Roberts et al, GRL, 40, pp. 51645170,
doi:10.1002/grl.50930, 2013.

b)

Figure 12: Comparison of an run using XBT corrected
temperature profiles (black) versus a non-corrected run
(blue) for a) the Tropical Atlantic and b) the Southern Ocean
in the year 1997. Solid line is the RMS error and the dotted line is the mean error. While the RMS and mean errors
are relative to the observations assimilated in each run, the
lower RMS errors in the XBT corrected analysis suggests
the models sits more naturally with the observations, although the mean error is not necessarily reduced.
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